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Assign

ment No.
Assignment Learning

outcomes/ Content
Instruction Evaluation instructions Com

ment

2

Chapter
One

Animal
diversit
y and
classific
ation.

The basis
of
classificati
on and
review the
main
phylum of
the
Animal
kingdom.

# Can explain
the bases
and
principles of
dividing
animals into
different
categories.

# Can be able
to arrange
the
non-chordate
animals to
the main
phylum.

# Can be able
to arrange
the chordate
animals to
the main
phylum.

1. Name the bases of the
classification.

2. Differentiate between hydra
and human on the basis of
classification.

3. Names of major animal
phylum.
( in phylum English).

4. Mention two identifying
features of phylum
(Excluding general features).

5. Examples of animals in each
phylum.
( Scientific name in English )

Indicative Excellence value/Number Score

3 2 1
1. Mention the names of
the bases of classification.

Be able to mention at
least nine bases of
classification.

Be able to
mention at
least six
bases of
classificatio
n.

Be able to
mention at least
three bases of
classification.

2. Description of the
difference between hydra
and human on three basis
of classification

Be able to explain the
three fundamental
differences between
hydra and human
classification

Be able to
explain two
fundamental
differences
between
hydra and
human
classificatio
n

Be able to
explain one
fundamental
difference
between hydra
and human
classification

3. Mentioning the names
of the major phylum of
the animal kingdom.

Be able to write the
name of nine
phylum’s of Animal
kingdom in English.

Be able to
write the
name of six
phylum’s of
animal
kingdom in
English.

Be able to write
the name of
three phylum’s
of animal
kingdom in
English.

4. Mention two
identifying features of
each phylum.

Be able to mention a
total of 18 identifying
features (two from
each phylum)

Be able to
mention at
least nine
identifying
features of
phylum.

Be able to

mention at least

six identifying

features of

phylum.

5. Mentioning a total of
nine scientific names in
each of the phylum.

Be able to write a
total of nine scientific
names.
(one from each
phylum)

Be able to
write a total
of six
scientific
names in
each of the
phylum.

Be able to write
a total of three
scientific names

in each of the

phylum.
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Number Range Comment

13-15 Excellent

11-12 Very good

7-10 Good

less than 7 Progress is needed

Assignment No 2: TotalMarks 15


